accelerate [the](playback|play back)
add ...
add ([a]... border | ... borders) to [the]...
add [a][new] word
add [a] spoken form
add [new] words
( add | sum ) up [ (this | the | that) ] ( column | row )
add (that | this | it) as [a] phrase
add all borders
add contacts
add words from [a] document
add words from [a] list
... all borders
... and ...
autoformat ...
back up ( (... | (a | one) ... ) | ( ... (columns | rows | cells) | (a | one) (column | row | cell) ) )
back up user
backspace [ ( ... | twenty ) | one ]
(bold | boldface) ...
bullet [ ( (this | that | it) | [the] selection | ... ) ]
cancel
(center | centre) ...
(column | row | cell) ( ... | one ) [ ( in (table | (column | row)) ( ... | one ) | ... | in [(this | the | that)
(column | row | cell) ( ... | one ) (column | row | cell) ( ... | one )
copy ... [(to | the | clipboard) | to ... ]
copy ([back | backward | backwards) | (forward | forwards)) ( ... | twenty) (characters | lines)
copy ([back | backword | backwards) | (forward | forwards)) [one] (character | line)
copy [the] [character | line]  
copy [the] [next | previous | last] ( ... | twenty) (characters | lines)
copy [the] [next | previous | last] [one] (character | line)  
count [the] words
create [a] [(new | blank) | (document | file)]
...custom commands
cut ...
cut ([back | backward | backwards) | (forward | forwards)) ( ... | twenty) (characters | lines)
cut ([back | backward | backwards) | (forward | forwards)) [one] (character | line)
cut [the] [character | line]
cut [the] [next | previous | last] ( ... | twenty) (characters | lines)
cut [the] [next | previous | last] [one] (character | line)
decrease ...[in ...]
decrease [the] [right | left] [initial | first | line] [hanging] indent by ...[in ...
decrease [the] [right | left] indent [in ...]
delete ([back | backward | backwards) | (forward | forwards)) ( ... | twenty) (characters | lines)
(make | add | create) [a] [new] user
make (that | this | it) [a] (command | shortcut)
make (that | this | it) [a] phrase
make (this | that | it) ...
make (this | that | it) (... points | one point) (... points | one point) ...
make (this | that | it) ([bigger | larger] | [smaller] | by (one | ...) [points] | (a | one) point)
make (this | that | it) ([to | into] | (... | columns | one column)
make (this | that | it) ([bold | boldface | bolded]
make (this | that | it) ([bulleted | bullet style])
make (this | that | it) ([capitalized | capitalised | initial caps])
make (this | that | it) ([one | ... | points] | (a | one) point)
make (this | that | it) ([strikeout | strikethrough]
make (this | that | it) ([unbulleted | not (bulleted | bullet style)])
make (this | that | it) ([ununderlined | underlines | underlined])
make (this | that | it) ([unhidden | not hidden])
make (this | that | it) ([unnumbered | not numbered])
make (this | that | it) ([unstrikeout | unstrikeout | not (strikeout | strikethrough)])
make (this | that | it) ([ununderline | ununderlined | not (underline | underlines | underlined])
make (this | that | it) ([heading]
make (this | that | it) ([hidden]
make (this | that | it) ([lowercase]
make (this | that | it) ([numbered]
make (this | that | it) ([text]
make (this | that | it) ([uppercase]
[(make | DragonBar | set DragonBar to)] always on top
manage (user | users)
manage vocabularies
merge ([this | that | it] [the] selection) ...

microphone off
((minimize | minimise) | (maximize | maximise) | restore) [the] window
((minimize | minimise) | hide) all windows
... mode off
... mode on
[mouse]...

[mouse | MouseGrid | mouse window | MouseGrid window] ...
... (mouse drag | drag mouse) ...
(mouse drag | drag mouse) ...
(mouse move | move mouse) ...
(MouseGrid | mouse window | MouseGrid window)
[move] ...
move ...
((right | left) | (up | down) | ...) to [the] (right | left) ((... | (a | one) ...) | (... (co move
((this | that | it) | [the] selection | ([the] ... heading | ([this | the | that]) heading) | ([ti move ... to...
move (up | down) ((this | that | it) | [the] selection | ([the] ... heading | ([this | the | that]) hea...
... (normal | heading ...)
stop autopunctuation
stop listening
stop number formatting
strike that

( subscribe | upload ) ( ( this | that | it ) | ( ( this | the | that ) ) ( document | file ) )
switch to ( NaturallySpeaking | NatSpeak | DragonBar | command browser )
[ ( ( switch to | change to ) | select | choose ) ] ... mode
switch to [ the ] ( next | previous ) window
switch to [ the ] desktop
tab [ key ]
table ( ... | one ) [ ( in ( page | section | line ) ( ... | one ) | ... | in [ ( this | the | that ) ] ( ... | ( document | file ) ]
table ( ... | one ) ( column | row | cell ) ( ... | one )
[ the ] ...
[ the ] [ ( last | first ) | ... | ( ... | first ) ] ... [ ( in ( page | section | line ) ( ... | one ) | ... | in [ ( this | the | that ) ] ( ... | ( document | file ) ]
[ the ] [ ( last | first ) | ... | ( ... | first ) ] ( column | row | cell ) [ ( in ( table | ( column | row ) ) ( ... | one )
[ the ] [ ( last | first ) | ... | ( ... | first ) ] table [ ( in ( page | section | line ) ( ... | one ) | ... | in [ ( this | the | that ) ] ( table | ( column | row | cell ) ]
[ the ] ...
[ the ] from ...
[ the ] ...
of [ ( this | the | that ) ] ( ... | ( document | file ) )
[ the ] ...
of [ ( this | the | that ) ] ( table | ( column | row | cell )
[ the ] ...
of [ ( page | section | line ) ( ... | one )
[ the ] ...
of ( table | ( column | row | cell ) ) ( ... | one )
[ the ] ...
of [ the ] ( ( last | first ) | ... | ( ... | first ) ) ...
[ the ] ...
of [ the ] ( ( last | first ) | ... | ( ... | first ) ) ( table | ( column | row | cell )
[ the ] ...
of [ the ] selection
[ the ] ( right | left ) margin
[ the ] ( sample commands | command list )
[ the ] NaturallySpeaking menu
( toggle | switch | invert ) [ the ] case of ...
( top | bottom ) ( align | justify ) ...
train ( users | [ my ] user )
train ( words | word )
transcribe recording
transcribe recording
transfer text
[ turn ] autopunctuation off
[ turn ] autopunctuation on
[ turn ] number formatting off
[ turn ] number formatting on
turn off autopunctuation
turn off number formatting
turn on autopunctuation
turn on number formatting
type | keystroke | press [ key ] ...)
(unbold | unboldface ...
unbullet [((this | that | it) | [the] selection | ...)]
underline ...
undo
(undo | cancel)[the][(last | previous) ... commands | [(last | previous)] command]
(undo | cancel)(this | that | it)
(undo | cancel)(this | that | it)(twice | ... times)
undo [the] last action
undo that
unhide ...
(unindent | outdent)...
(unindent | outdent)...[by]...
(unitalicize | unitalicise)...
unnumber [((this | that | it) | [the] selection | ...)]
unprotect [((this | the | that) document]
(unstrikeout | unstrikethrough)...
ununderline...
zoom to ( ...
( ... | one)] | (one hundred [(and)] ( ...
(one) | ... [( ... | one)]) | two hundred)
zoom to (page width | ...)
zoom to (whole | full) page
view recognition history
wake up
what can I say